Monmouth University was founded in 1933 as the Central Jersey Shore’s first center of higher education. Its beginning was attended by an outpouring of support from the state’s educational community and great expectations of good. Now in the year 2012, Monmouth University celebrates its history and enjoys its role as a forward looking, comprehensive university.

Today, well launched into its second half century, Monmouth has fulfilled its early expectations. The University’s 156-acre campus in suburban West Long Branch connects Monmouth with New Jersey’s historic past. Woodrow Wilson Hall, the University’s administrative center, is a National Historic Landmark, and the Guggenheim cottage, a wing of the Monmouth University Library, is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Monmouth University serves an enrollment of approximately 6,000 undergraduate and graduate students—a richly diverse group that comes from 29 states and from 30 foreign nations. The student body includes traditional-age students, young professionals pursuing advanced studies, and men and women resuming studies in preparation for a career change or for personal enrichment. Within Monmouth’s eight schools—the Leon Hess Business School, the Wayne D. McMurray School of Humanities and Social Sciences, the School of Education, the School of Science, the School of Social Work, the Marjorie K. Unterberg School of Nursing and Health Studies, the Honors School, and the Graduate School—students pursue their studies in 55 different undergraduate and graduate degree programs. At Monmouth, students participate in more than 80 extracurricular organizations and special interest activities, in addition to an NCAA Division I Athletics program, which fields 20 men’s and women’s teams.
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ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT  
OF  
MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY

May 16, 2012 One thirty p.m.

Paul G. Gaffney II, President of Monmouth University, Presiding

ACADEMIC PROCESSION..........................Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar

NATIONAL ANTHEM..............................The Monmouth University Chamber Choir

INVOCATION...........................................Rabbi Laibel Schapiro

Director, Chabad of the Shore, Long Branch

GREETINGS............................................Robert B. Sculthorpe ’63

Chairman, Board of Trustees

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES..............................President Gaffney

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER..................................Mark A. Emmert, PhD

President, National Collegiate Athletic Association

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS..................................President Gaffney

CLASS OF 2012 REMARKS........................................Samantha Schaffer

President, Class of 2012

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES IN COURSE

Marjorie K. Unterberg School of Nursing and Health Studies
School of Science
School of Social Work
School of Education
Leon Hess Business School
Wayne D. McMurray School of Humanities and Social Sciences

ALMA MATER..............................................The Monmouth University Chamber Choir

BENEDICTION...........................................Rabbi Schapiro

RECESSIONAL............................................Trumpet Voluntary, Henry Purcell

All Commencement participants and guests are requested to remain in their seats until the conclusion of the ceremony and the faculty and platform party process out. You are to please refrain from the use of cellphones and other electronic devices during the ceremony.
Dr. Mark A. Emmert became the fifth president of the NCAA in October 2010. Prior to assuming his current role, Dr. Emmert had been president at his alma mater, University of Washington, since 2004 where he led the university to its standing as second among all public and private institutions in research funding with $1 billion in grants and contracts per year. Before returning to his alma mater, Dr. Emmert was chancellor at Louisiana State University from 1999 to 2004.

Among his administrative appointments in higher education, he was chief operating and academic officer at the University of Connecticut (1995 to 1999), provost and vice-president for academic affairs at Montana State University (1992 to 1995), and associate vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of Colorado (1985 to 1992).

Dr. Emmert is a member of the Higher Education Working Group on Global Issues as part of the Council on Foreign Relations. He is the former chair of the Executive Group of the Worldwide Universities Network, and served on the National Security Higher Education Advisory Board.

He was a National Academy of Public Administration Fellow, an American Council on Education Fellow, and a J. W. Fulbright Administrative Fellow. He has written extensively on higher education and public administration over a career that spans the last 30 years.

A Washington native, Dr. Emmert earned his bachelor of arts degree in political science from the University of Washington and has both a master’s degree and a PhD in public administration from Syracuse University.

Dr. Emmert and his wife, DeLaine, have two adult children, Jennifer and Stephen.
The summer of her senior year in high school, Joan Heilbrunn (Joan Rechnitz to be, two years later), studied fine art in a special program at Harvard University earning six college credits which she transferred to the University of Colorado where she majored in studio art and art history. Her college education was temporarily interrupted when she married Robert Rechnitz the summer of her sophomore year.

She moved with her husband to New Jersey where he taught at Monmouth College for the next thirty-five years. Joan—while raising three children—served the Monmouth County community as board member of “Friends of the Parks,” which supports the Monmouth County Park System; as board member of the “Volunteer Center of Monmouth County,” which, in 2001, awarded her the Community Commitment from the Heart Award; as board member of the Women’s Council for the Cancer Center of Monmouth Medical Center, while continuing her art and other classes, receiving her BA from Monmouth in 1984.

During all this time and in the years yet to come, she served as artistic associate, confidant, and clear thinking advisor to her husband’s various forays into producing theater. Doing summer theater at Monmouth College and in Milford, PA, Joan worked as a marketer, designing and painting posters, logos, and highway billboards, as scenic painter, as assistant costume designer, as orange drink seller, and as involved in the crazy and endless tasks of managing a summer theater on very little money.

For the Two River Theater Company she made cogent and powerful suggestions for the design and look of their present building. For the nineteen or so years of the theater’s life, she has worked in countless ways to strengthen and rationalize the theater; as a consequence she has been the recipient of a great number of commendations from the town of Red Bank, from Monmouth County, and most recently another from the state of New Jersey, signed with special commendations and praise by Governor Chris Christie. In 2005, she received the Red Bank River Center Ambassador Award. In 2010, she received the Silver Gull Award from the Monmouth-Ocean Development Council.
DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AWARD, 2012 RECIPIENT

GARY W. LEWANDOWSKI JR, PhD

Dr. Gary W. Lewandowski Jr. is an associate professor in the Department of Psychology at Monmouth University. He received his BA from Millersville University of Pennsylvania in 1998, and his PhD in Social/Health Psychology from the State University of New York at Stony Brook in 2002.

Dr. Lewandowski’s research focuses on the role of the self in close relationships, including interpersonal attraction, relationship maintenance, infidelity, and break-up. He has published over twenty articles in academic journals, authored fourteen book chapters, received twelve grants, has given over eighty conference presentations, and has co-edited a book *The Science of Relationships: Answers to Your Questions About Dating, Marriage and Family* (the vast majority of these endeavors involve students as coauthors). Dr. Lewandowski also serves as a member of the editorial board for the *Journal of Social and Personal Relationships*, and as a co-editor/co-creator of www.ScienceOfRelationships.com. In recognition of these efforts, Dr. Lewandowski received the 2011 Emerging Researcher Award from the New Jersey Psychology Association and was inducted into the Society for Experimental Social Psychologists.

Dr. Lewandowski’s work and expertise has been featured in a number of media outlets including: *The New York Times, CNN, Science Daily, United Press International, Woman’s World, Marie Claire, WebMD, Self Magazine, Woman’s Day, Cosmopolitan Magazine, Ladies Home Journal, Women’s Health, Men’s Health,* and *USA Today*.

Dr. Lewandowski’s teaching has been recently recognized in the Princeton Review’s, *The Best 300 Professors*, which profiles professors who were selected from an initial list of 42,000 professors.

Dr. Lewandowski lives in Oceanport with his wife, Colleen, and their four-year-old daughter, Avery.

Message to the Graduates from Dr. Gary W. Lewandowski

Congratulations on the culmination of many years of hard work and dedication. It is my honor and privilege to share this day with you. On these occasions where we celebrate individual accomplishments, it is important to acknowledge how others have helped along the way. For me, as a first generation college student many years ago, I’m here today because of my family, friends, and to an incalculable degree, my own college professors. Now, as a professor myself, I’m also here because I have been fortunate to have the most amazing students over the years, and I am grateful that they have shared a part of their life with me.

As you head off into the world, know that graduation is not a sign that your learning has ended. Rather, it has just begun. Your degree is less about the facts you have memorized, and more about the way education has changed the way you think, and the way you look at the world. If your time at Monmouth has made you more skeptical, more curious, and more determined to make a difference in the world, we have done our job.

As you work on making a difference, will you know whether you are on the right path? Nope. But don’t worry, no one knows for sure. The good news is that you don’t need to have it all figured out. Take your best guess, then be flexible, never turn down a challenge, and remain committed to constant improvement. As you do, don’t be afraid to fail. Every successful person has failed, been rejected, been turned down, and wanted to quit. Steve Jobs was once fired from Apple. J.K. Rowling repeatedly had her *Harry Potter* manuscript rejected. Both were ultimately successful because they continued to take chances, pursued things they were passionate about, and refused to quit.

Finally, as you begin the next phase of your life, always remember that life’s success is not measured by the dollars you make or the recognition you receive, but by your ability to improve and enrich the lives of those around you. Congratulations and best wishes for all of the success life will bring you!
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREE  
MAY 16, 2012  
Note: Degrees awarded with honors are listed on the insert. Prizes and awards are listed beginning on page 25.

THE LEON HESS BUSINESS SCHOOL

THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Stephanie M. Acuria  
Erica Catherine Abendschoen  
Michelle Lisa Ammersbach  
Joseph John Antonelli  
Todd James Appgar  
Jose A. Arrunategui  
Michael Joseph Azzolina  
David Michael Balzer  
David G. Barlow  
Jenna Rose Bartley  
Steven Gregory Beck  
Tracey Caroline Biederstadt  
Kristin Marie Billich  
Andrew Bitar  
Nicholas J. Black  
Ryan R. Blohm  
Nicholas M. Borgo  
Marietta Ashley Boring  
Joshua Ray Boyd  
David Brook  
Dale Michael Brzeczkowski  
Kayla Jeanine Buscemi  
Brandon Reinaldo Cabral  
John Joseph Caffarelli  
Sean Caggiano  
Cesar Calafat Jr.  
Michael James Cardonick  
Christina Carlucci  
Marissa Ann Carroll  
Lauren Eileen Cassel  
Patrick Michael Cassidy  
Rory Chirmside  
Adam B. Chiusolo  
William Thomas Christie  
Connor Koenig Ciaston  
Michael Ciprello  
Eric Cirino  
Christopher M. Clayton  
Daniel J. Collura Jr.  
Andrew Joseph Colucci  
Michael J. Contento  
Joey Contreras  
Philip Lewis Craft  
Louis Cristello Jr.  
Jeffrey David Cymny Jr.  
April Jane Damurjian  
Garth Aldon Deblasio  
Steven Decarlo  
Dennis J. DeFilippo  
Corey J. Defranco  
Daniel Joseph DelMonte II  
Telma Demaria  
Jaclyn Alexis Di Meo  
Blaise Dilorzenzo  
Meghan Mary Dolan  
Daniel Joseph Doleh  
Ajda Marcie Dotday  
Laura Ashlee Dyer  
Meghan Katherine Ellis  
Nathan Ake Ernst  
Kristen Lynn Fasulo  
Jessica Lynn Fina  
Francis Fino  
Lauren Joslyn Florio  
Eric William Folker  
Christopher K. Ford  
Daniel R. Franco  
Hannah Khalid Franka  
Robert Paul Gallina Jr.  
Richard Francis Gambone  
Ariane Garcia  
William Hunter Gleason  
Sidney Goldstein  
Jonathan Reid Goodman  
Rachel Erin Grand  
Lauren Gronwey  
Frank J. Guido  
Kamil Paul Hage  
Danielle M. Hamlin  
Anderson Haxton  
Laurence William Heads  
Carolyn Herbert  
Sabrina Lynn Heskins  
Andrew F. Hurley  
Troy Alexander Iversen  
Derek M. Jenkins  
Alda M. Joffe  
Sean Stephen Johnstone  
Paul Jovanovski  
Robert Christopher Kane Jr.  
Caitlin Nicole Kelly  
Shane P. Kelly  
Peter C. Kief  
Kevin C. Kmetz  
Catrina D. Kostelas  
Richard Kotin  
Christine Candace Koye  
Jason Scott Laso  
Amanda Elizabeth Lawless  
William Joseph Leibee  
Alicia Marie Leifken  
Joshua Lewis  
Yu Long Li  
Samantha Adele Lillo  
Brian Lo  
William E. Loesch Jr.  
Joseph Francis Loiodice  
Jonathan R. LoPorto  
Margaret Lucido  
Traci Joanna Luisi  
Evan Manganiello  
Samuel Alfonso Mangiapane III  
Michael Gerard Marks  
Alyssa Maurer  
Justin Mauro  
Kerri Angela McCann  
Kevin Patrick McElgunn  
Jonathan Richard McNamara  
Christopher John Migliorisi  
Taylor A. Miller  
James Anthony Minella  
Kelli Ann Molnar  
James L. Murison  
Thomas Francis Murphy III  
Erica M. Murray  
Christina Muscianesi  
Stacy Lynn Myers  
Michaël A. Myers Keitt  
Cameron Ross Nichols
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

Calvin Barner
Jessica Renee Black
Thomas Aquinas Blaney III
Christina Marie Borodich
Danielle Nicole Borruso
Kaitlyn M. Bouchard
Bryne Jocelyn Carlo
Jennifer A. Coby
Victoria Marie Danser
Danielle Christina Darpino
Jaclyn Amanda DeBlasi
John Michael Dorsi
Thomas Evancho
Stefania Maria Flecca
Lauren Nicole Furlong
Ashley Grainger
Chelsea Kara Grasso
Kiersten Alexa Gregson
Ashley Rae Herasimtschuk
Geoffrey Paul Hipschman
Colleen Laffey
Rachel Leahan
Laura Elizabeth Ledman
Dominique Marie Lepore
Megan Gladys Mazza
Rebecca Lynn McBride
Richard Vincent Mosera
Melissa A. Murphy
Kristin Olesky
Maria N. Opirhory
Laurelyn Judith Pearson
Tara Anne Quigley
Alec James Richardson
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Roberts
Kimberly L. Rosenberg
Jennifer M. Rosenblum
Melanie Alice Rowbotham
Joseph Anthony Sarno
Daniel Martin Schwamberger
Rachel Marie Scott
Jessica Jude Slinger
Sarah Marie Spinapont
Sarah Jessica Subbe
Mallory Szymczak
Lisa Marie Tambini
Jennifer Marie Tortorelli
Brittany K. Vander Wiele
Amanda Francesca Venturini
Nicole Marie Webb
Bryan Lamar Yarbrough
John Zammit
Stephanie Elise Zoppi

THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Chase Barbieri
Kerri Bohse
Myra Dabkowski
Michael Thomas Del Galdo
Caitlin Rose Dowling
Maria Carmela Ferrara
Gina Marie Filaci
Joseph Laureti Jr.
Stefanie Lynn Matano
Colleen Marie McKendry
Melissa Marie Mehrer
Kevin Christopher Schafer
Mark Stranieri
Jennifer Van Dusen
Brittany Meagan Werner
THE WAYNE D. McMURRAY SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

Jacqueline Abate
Milliann Amber Abrams
Stephanie M. Acuria
James Keith Allan
Mandy Anderson
Nicole F. Andretta
Daniel Aquino
Christopher Martin Austra II
Andrew Dan Bachmann
Paul W. Baker Jr.
William Samuel Bancroft
Karina Bandy
Calvin Barner
Nicholas Mario Bartolone
Daniel James Benfer
Christina Marie Bernal
Brennen Bernhard
Tyler J. Bischoff
Jessica Renee Black
Victoria May Blaes
Justin G. Blake
Thomas Aquinas Blaney III
Miranda E. Bobrowski
Patrick John Bocchino
Terence B. Bodak Jr.
Patrick Joseph Bonsal
Cynthia Ann Borghetti
Christina Marie Borodich
Danielle Nicole Borruso
Timothy Paul Boryszewski
Kaitlyn M. Bouchard
Christopher Daniel Bova
Sara Siobhán Boyle
Kaci Brannick
Tyler Q. Breder
Hunter Brockriede
Stacy Michelle Brown
Tara S. Brown
Theresa Mary Burek
Aimee Lynn Bux
Katelyn Elizabeth Cahill
Kuree Deonne Cain
Larry H. Calhoun Jr.
William A. Campbell Jr.
Michael James Cardonick
Brynne Jocelyn Carlo
Brian Michael Carlucci
Kyle Joseph Carty
Lauren Ashley Caruso
Alyse Anne Casale
Matthew David Cassini
Christopher J. Cavalier
Jaclyn Marie Centifonti
Meghan Chichila
Matthew Ciancimino
Sarah Joan Clemency
Jennifer A. Coby
Gina Marie Columbus
Amanda Lynn Connelly
Sloane Jennifer Coran
Ashley M. Correia
Alyssa Nicole Costello
Michele Ann Cox
Jason Cozens
Kathryn Suzanne Culhane
Emily Jane Curry
Ariel Christina Curtis
Cassandra Irene D’Aiello
Paige Lynn Dalesandro
Caryn Michele Dambra
Victoria Marie Danser
Danielle Christina Darpino
Bonnie Mae Davis
Derek Steven De Luca
Samantha Dealmeida
Jaclyn Amanda DeBlasi
Amanda Ann DeMaio
Allyson Marie DeVirgilio
Cassondra Lynn Diaz
Brian Christopher DiNero
Andrea Marie Dooley
John Michael Dorsi
Thomas Joseph Dougherty
Margaret Ashley Dowe
Kristen Lee Dowling
Cassandra Dramis
Britney Rose Dupuis
Erin P. Dyer
DeManuel James Edmondson
Zachary Ehmann
Kelly Ann Eisenmann
Jessica Michele Eme
Kelli Ercolano
Dana Marie Esposito
Thomas Evancho
Anthony Fabio
Sobhana A. Farooqui
Jake Michael Feinman
John Ryan Feldmann
Samantha Rose Feldstein
Nicole Grace Fera
Dana Kristen Ferrara
Alexander John Fillimon
Laura Fiorelli
Matthew Philip Fisher
Symmone Alexandra Marie Fisher
Ilana L. Fitzgerald
Jamey Lee Flaccavento
Stefania Maria Flecca
Jessica Lynn Forte
Kyle Francis Frazier
Jake Adam Frederick
Jordan Loraine Furey
Lauren Nicole Furlong
Alex GaNun
Stephanie Ann Gargano
Mallory Gaudio
Paul Michael Gaudio
Rachel Norinne Gentry
Arielle Giordano
Caitlin L. Gong
Marcus Tyran Goode
Ashley Grainger
Chelsea Kara Grasso
Kiersten Alexa Gregson
Christopher Patrick Grosso
Jammie Marie Guker
Jaclyn Taylor Guyer
Charles Follis Hamill
Maximillian Robert Hamilton
Meghan Deanna Hansen
Steven James Harrison
Christina Elisabeth Hartel
Mary-Kate Harty
Meredith Chelsea Hauck
Kayla Glenn Helfrich
Brian Richard Hentz
Ashley Rae Herasimtshuk
Devin Ashley Smith  
Jesse Snyder  
Robert Joseph Sorrentino Jr.  
Sarah Marie Spinapont  
Christopher Anthony Spirito  
Laura Ann Sportiello  
Heather Stafford  
Natalia Starosolsky  
Rebecca Ayers Stewart  
Fred Strahl IV  
Sarah Jessica Subbe  
Lara Lyn Swan  
Tamara Sybel  
Mallory Szymczak  
Lisa Marie Tambini  
Ryan Janson Taylor  
Alex Tersy  
Chelsea Labbree Thomson  
Jessica Mary Toritto  
Jennifer Marie Tortorelli  
Salvatore J. Tramontana  
Mario A. Tridente  
Ronnie Michelle Tutela  
Amanda Lynn Tyrrell  
Andrea Lynn Uhl  
Joshua Bryan Vallejos  
Zachary Vanartsdalen  
Peter VanBrunt  
Brittany K. Vander Wiele  
Victoria Vasile  
Victoria Vaso  
Justine Siedah Veal  
Amanda Francesca Venturini  
Daniel Alexander Villanova  
Cara Viscardo  
Nicole L. Vitale  
John J. Walek  
Nicole Marie Webb  
Marissa Ann Weber  
William L. Weber  
Jessica Ashley Weygant  
Lynn V. White  
Brittany Wilson  
Eric John Winters  
Melissa Jane Winters  
Alexa Leigh Worman  
Bryan Lamar Yarbrough  
Jacquelyn Mansfield Young  
Katherine Ann Zaborowski  
Kathryn Ann Zaccarelli  
John Zammit  
Rosa Margarita Zayas  
Brittany Jordan Ziemba  
Joanna Zietara  
Stephanie Elise Zoppi

THE BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE

Heather Baginski  
Jonathan Beebe  
Janelle Kimaia Blackman  
George Joseph Caiella  
Cortney Louise Costa  
Vincent D. Giangiobbe  
Morgan Alyssa Greenland  
Andrea M. Guillou  
Katelyn Anne Isaac  
Michele Malet  
Patricia McKinley  
Christopher J. Mills  
Kenneth Passarelli  
Anthony Scordo  
Albert Justin Velandia  
Timothy Ziegler

THE ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE

Darvin Henderson

THE MARJORIE K. UNTERBERG SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH STUDIES

THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Robert Joseph Achimov  
Antoinette Antista  
Samantha Anne Attanasio  
Chase Barbieri  
Elizabeth Anne Belka  
Samantha Elyse Berry  
Cesar Adriano Blacido  
Kerri Bohse  
Saranda Ceka  
Thomas Francis Ciccoli  
Amanda Paige Cleary  
Anne Byars Coble  
Michelle Marie Demarzo  
Stephanie Nichole Egbert  
Vincent John Elardo  
Edward Dorian Evans Jr.  
Thomas C. Gliozzo  
Jose Alex Gumbs  
Jewell Itina Huffman  
Alison Nicole Joyce  
Kayleigh M. Kalamar  
Eleni Rae Katsaros  
Margaret Leigh Kears  
Rebecca Leanne Kennedy  
Georlisa S. Kirby  
Marissa Lynn LeCardi  
Alessandra Lobuglio  
Ashley Rose Malone  
Megan Leigh Martin  
Jessica Marie McDonald
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING DEGREE

Robert Allen
Michele Archer

Kristen Leigh Baldino
Tammy Joyce Diem

Kathryn Marie Funk
Kristin M. Mancini

THE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE

THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Smriti Agrawal
Mena Aioub
Derrick J. Alcott
Julian Alessi
Muhammad Owais Ali
Nicole Marie Altilio
Alyssa Carmela Andricola
Vanessa Arcieri
Nicole Marie Atrashewski
Rebecca A. Baier
Daniel Basaly
Miriam Mohamed Basioni
Michael James Bertocchi
Patrycja Bolewska
Lauren Anne Bonfiglio
Joanne Elizabeth Bowly
Dylan M. Bradley
Jenna Lauren Cable
Timothy D. Cahill Jr.
Tessa White Connolly
Anthony Cortese
Peter Zervakos Coviello
Allison Rachel Crawford
Nicole Marie Cultrera
Myra Dabkowski
Samantha Frances Damiano
Michael Thomas Del Galdo
Laura Michelle Devlin
Desiree Nicole DiBlasi
Taylor Donohue
Caitlin Rose Dowling
Afroditi Emporelli

Matthew Francis Fagen
Konstantinos Pasouletos
Christianne Faunce
Maria Carmela Ferrara
Gina Marie Filiaci
Lauren Fitton
Moises Florez
Meghan Lee Freshnock
Mena Gaballah
Sean Patrick Grimes
Christina Gulotta
Josette Marjorie Hutcheson
Susette Edda Ingram
Kyle Ryan Johnson
Sabrina Rita Karam
Saleen Anum Khan
Joseph Laureti Jr.
Arielle Lynn Le Beau
Rachel A. Leedy
Nicholas David Locandro
Chelsea Catherine Lorentz
Vincent Robert Marchese
Bryan Ira Martin
Brittany Martinez
Peter Louis Matano
Stefanie Lynn Matano
Scott David Mayes Jr.
Jenny Marie McCann
Kristin M. McKeever
Colleen Marie McKendry
Melissa Marie Mehrer
Jeremy Lloyd Mercado

Jennifer Ashley Nelson
Nam L. Nguyen
James R. Pareja
Balkees Parveen
Dharm Suresh Patel
Michael S. Perini
Maria Lauren Pontoriero
Soraya F. Quezada
Daniel Hilton Rodriguez
Anthony Romandetino
Jared S. Rosenblum
Alexander Edward Ruane
William Salgado
Brian Matthew Sandy
Zoe Jane Shaheen
Puja Sharma
Gillian Karen Shaw
Jason Siegel
Guriqbal Singh
Duncan Nicholas Smith-Sebasto
Mark Stranii
Danielle Elizabeth Sullivan
Stefanie M. Thomson
Allison Tranter
Jacqueline Ann Turner
Rachel Anne Van Beke
Jennifer Van Dusen
Brittany Meagan Werner
Shelby Lynn Whitebread
Nicole Leigh Wisniewski
Katherine Marie Youngworth
Yunmi Elizabeth Zaccaro
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
THE BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK DEGREE

Jace Charles Arliss
Emma Maguire Bossard
Jessica Louise Citro
Nicole Clark
Anne Byars Coble
Helen Geneieve Corbella
Meghan Elizabeth Cusack
Kelly Louise DelleDonne
Jillian M. Demko
Amanda Erps
Jaclyn Marie Fay

Devyn A. Giannone
Cari L. Jurovcik
Stacy Kitchen
Grace Iva Klauber
Kathleen La Placa
Corrinne Leskov
Krystal Linke
Stephanie Nicole Luczkowski
Rebekah Leah Mar-Tang
Matthew James Matsutani
Amanda A. Migliore

Lawrence J. O’Brien
Kelly Oliveira
Jessica Shelby Reddington
Tara Rogers
Caitlyn Marie Stephens
Kristina Lee Stokhamer
Merrideth Trocano
Emily Whelan Weber
Jessica Wise
Alexia Wright-McAnuff
GRADUATE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREE
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THE LEON HESS BUSINESS SCHOOL
THE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION DEGREE

Priyanka Ahuja
Monali Bansod
Djenane Bartholomew
David S. Benanti
Samantha Morgan Bernstein
Thomas J. Bieber
Karl Samuel Bittner
Jacob Brichkin
Jared Brent Burgin
Jessica L. Carpluk
Lucas P. Chappel
Michael A. Costa
Lee Marie Dashti
Carly Dempsey
William Dennis
Edward K. Eng
Sarah Caitlin Eramo
Erick L. Estrada
Richard Farrell
Jeffrey R. Gallo
Luke Michael Garriton
Brian Craig Goldman
John Thomas Grossi Jr.
Sitara Harsha
Michael Anthony Hill
Robin Hyson
Toniann Ippolito
Mito Iwasawa
Kimberly Marie Kaminek
Matthew David Karpa
Kevin James McInerney
Mayank Mehta
Hirut J. Mhrete
Ryan James Monaghan
Ryan Paul Nix
Dara Lynn Palms
Tara Marie Panaccione
Ronald Larkin Perry
Daniel Ressegui
David A. Richardson III
Joanna Marie Rovito
Paul Harris Silber
Anna Singer
Paul M. Szamosszegi
Christine V. Trinidad
Nicholas Vallillo
Philip MacKenzie Vogt
Kelly Wentworth
Lang Xiang
Tanya Zak

THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
THE MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING DEGREE

Danielle Alvarado
Elizabeth Antonio
Bridget Beggans
Carlene A. Bryan-McLean
Christopher Daniel Burke
Aldo Joseph Cascio
Cara D’Angelillo
Tiffany Marie Deutscher
Michele R. Durante
Quinn Edwards
Jessica Anne Fisher
Nannette Gargiulo
Eric Hoblitzell
Mara E. Hussey
Tara Elyse Iauruzio
Melanie A. Jodelka
Ramnit Kaur
Nicole Laregina
Amy Leonard
Samantha N. Leone
Joy Elizabeth Marcus
Jeannette M. Martino
Greer Hall McCarthy
Christopher F. Mell
Brit’ny Nicole Miller
John Richard Morrison
Kara Sakoutis
Mathew Lyon Siegel
Robin Lee Sorrentino
Susan K. Stypa
Susan Marie Terra
Elizabeth Ann Torres
Janina J. West
Natalie Josephine Whalen
Samantha J. Zaun
Ping Zhang
Dara Zimmer
THE MASTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE

April Ballone
Shardea Marie Brown
Whitney Danae DiBenedictis
Heather Lee Dome
Tristin M. Fleck
Michaela Gemignani
Sarah Francis Imming
Brian C. Laux
Michael John Rhodes
Diana Russo
Gail Ellen Simpson
Justin Ellis Soderholm

THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION DEGREE

Christopher Amato
Andrew Augustine Amendola
Deena N. Bilancia
Peter Bruccoleri
Michael Burlew
Cheryl Quinn Cervellieri
Jessica Marie Davis
Jessica Mary Dreskin
James David Falco
Tiffany Elaine Fetter
Carli Figlio
Hallie E. Gardner
Karen Gillespie
Kristen E. Girone
Lori Rachel Goldman
Meghan Marie Grove
Shanika Nicole Henderson
Katelyn Nicole Horsley
Kerri Ann King
Margaret M. Kruger
Nicole Carmella Lilley
Jamie Trezza Lougee
Lorraine Anne Martin
Nicole Mazur-Valera
Shannon Lee McKown
Tierney Suzann Meeker
Nadine T. Morris
Lisa Ann Nolan
Karen Schulte O’Neill
Danielle Andrea Parella
Colleen M. Rackett
Daniel L. Ranahan
Joanne Guarraci
Jamie Beth Rapcienski
Janine Marie Rini
Kara Brooke Russo
Genna Ashley Saler
Eric Andrew Schneider
Dana Marie Silva
Staci Maria Szymanski
Michael J. Tangeman
Jaclyn Marie Tumolo
Amanda Nicole Vitale
Brionne Marie Zilinski
THE WAYNE D. McMURRAY SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE

Myroslav Alfeldi
Anna B. Baaske-Rodriguez
Joseph Jay Bembry
Emily Elizabeth Beres
Jonathan Charles Blaydes
Lauren Elizabeth Brajer
Christine Bryant
Nicholas Daniel Cariddo
Christopher James Cavaiola
Matthew Cinnirella
Christopher David Connors
Caitlin Mary Cricco
Erika Patricia Crisci
Anthony DeLicio
Margaret DeVico
Joseph Dobis
Christopher Mark Dolphin
David George Dzendzel
Sarah Ann Eichhorn
Nicole Lynn Evegan
Kim A. Fleming
John Fraterrigo

Maria Lee Geiger
Melissa L. Gomes
Brian Michael Grimes
Frank Guagenti
Heather L. Heun
Colleen M. Hicks
Brittany Carmen Holmes
Michael Anthony Horta
Robin Kampf
Katherine Kowalenko
Aaron Francis Lay
Rena Levine Levy
Michael Lee Liebes
Audrey McGowan Marcu
Michele L. McCloskey
Marilaine McDonald
Kimberly Ann McManus
Amy B. Monahan
Kimberly Ann Morte
Elizabeth Jane Myers
Adam Jon Neary
Daniel Nee

Felicia Dawne Norott
Blaze Nowara
Maria A. Pendondjisis
Jessica Ann Pepe
Pamela Sue Quillamor
Ashley Jean Quinn
Eileen Reinhard
Patricia D. Rinaldi
Rachael Rindner
Thomas Michael Rodas
Kristin Rosengrant
Jeffrey Eric Salzberger
John Allen Shjarback
Mariana Sierra
Bonnie Ann Stryker
John Andrew Tesauro III
Pedro Abel Torres
Raymond Torres
Julianne Toto
Josette M. Turro
Jessie M. Van Liew
Britt Tierney Waltsak

THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Jamie F. Allen
Kristin Elizabeth Borys
Erica Lee Burd
Lindsey Ann Capelli
Dayna Ceruzzi
Mallory Beth Chosak
Lauren Marie Ciccone
Danielle Alyse Corbin
Robin Danielle Corbo
Kathryn Lynn Defino

Laurie Jennifer Desimone
Regina Angelina DiTrani
Cindy DeLago Fay
Kendra Fiorvante
Ciara N. Guile
Nicole Marie Gusman
Kayla M. Hodkiewicz
Amy Leigh Kasak
Michele Levin
Denise Martin

Joanna Melon
Nicole Marie Panza
Rebecca K. Pritsch
Jade Simons
Stephanie Lynn Sullivan
Sierra F. Thomas
Jillian Lee Trimboli
Ashley Lauren Wade
THE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Adil M. Al-Habib
Isidro Manuel Alvarez
Cory L. Cardio
Chidveer Reddy Chinthakuntla
Tanya K. Collin
Susmitha Dandu Phani Leela
Andrew Thomas Eleneski
Bo Hu

Sandeep Reddy Kanchala
Bhaya Reddy Kanchala
Nikitha Karnati
Johnathan Kimpton
Swathi Komatireddy
Xiao Liu
Wenyuan Lu
Shravya Nallabathula

Charles Joshua Reed
Satya Dev Sompalli
Divya Sudireddy
Li Sun
Sandhya Rani Tammisetty
Lincoln James Walz III

THE MARJORIE K. UNTERBERG SCHOOL OF NURSING
AND HEALTH STUDIES
THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING DEGREE

Immacolata Ponticiello Angelico
Leslie Jane Berger
Patricia Crane Berkowitz
Dara Birnkrant
Michelle Ann Brodsky
Jean Anne Bruno
Gloria Marisa Caputo-Korman
Raquel Joy Constantion Azcarraga
Arnold Noble de Luna
Sherry Marie Denson
Eleanor C. Dominguez-Curatolo
Jamie Beth Fink
Nancy Flood
Raminder Kaur Gill
Ann Marie Hanrahan Gray
Zayda Harris

Tara Nicole Heagele
Kathleen Elizabeth Henschoot
Heather Irene Herbst
Karen M. Hoary
Eileen J. Howard
Holly Ann Kokes
Clare E. Lane
Christine Leddy
Larissa Lobato
Tricia A. Marceante
Scott William McLarnon
Patricia Margaret Pavlak
Bolanle Olatoye Popoola
Debra Helena Rodriguez
Megan V. Ross
Patricia Rusca

Marna Lux Seitz
Kathleen B. Shaffer
Susan Sikora
Dalja E. Spencer
Marnie Lynn Sperling
Sandra Lee Stokley
Diane C. Strickland
Telatha A. Surujnath
Nicole Judith Szilvasi
Inna Tinsley
Vicki Marie Warnock
Denise Rachel Weinreb
Shira M. Weissbrod
Ling Feng Zheng
Heather N. Zweidinger
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

THE MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK DEGREE

Kristen Swain Accisano
Holly Kristen Ahern
Ashley Elizabeth Allen
Bethany Danielle Andrade
Ashley Guy Baker
Alayna Lynn Berg
Rachel Berger
Kristie A. Bergin
Sara Bridget Burrows Billings
Ellen M. Bloom
Lindsey A. Borik
Julianne Kristy Boyce
Michele Brewster
Samantha Marie Buddle
Stephine Sue Busbee
Anna Elizabeth Cafasso
Meredith Jordan Carhart
Marissa Jordan Carhart
Colleen Ann Converse
Danielle C. Cristofano
Jessica C. Cronin
Breann Marie D’Alessandro
Christina Marie Dengler
Laura Elizabeth Sophie Depko
Alexandra DeVito
Margaret Catherine DiMarco
Laura Doll
Margaret Elizabeth Dronne
Stephanie Rose Fegan
Beth-Ann Ferguson
Christiane Fils
Michael Vincent Finnigan
Ashley Lane Gasparro
Mireille Gauthier-St.Laurent
Carly Gibson
Jessica M. Gregory
Abigail Lea Gresla
Jessica Gabriella Grobman
Sera Han
Mareena Hanna
Kris Hlatky
Jessica Lynn Hoffman
La Shauna T. Jackson
Heidi Jansen
Sara Blair Jenkins
Jaclyn MacKenzie Keegan
Briana Lynn Kelly
Nicole L. Kostolanci
Hadassah Kramer
Kimberly Dora Kurnik
John Salvatore Lograsso
Gina M. Maguire
Carly Jean Mahon
Melissa Ann Marchese
Lianne Matrese
Enza Nicole Mazza
Nicole Lynn McQueen
Tiona Moná Moore
Dorys Mabbell Murillo Cueva
Jill Lynn Nicolosi
Christina Marie Panarese
Andrea Pinto
Danielle Marie Player
Lindsay Ann Prisco
Faiga Pessie Reches
Katinka van den Nieuwenhuizen Rife
Heather Elizabeth Robertson
Nishita H. Sheth
Rachael Nicole Shuster
Sarah Spigelman
Samantha Marie Stuerze
Thomas W. Sunchuk Jr.
Mary Ruth Szacik
Sarah Taguinot
Meghan Marie Thompson
Nancy Haney Tighe
Christina Marie Todd
Dina Tsihlas
Kristen A. Van Tassel
Bridget Annis Waldron
Brendan Christopher Ward
Kimberly Wisniewski
Nicole Marie Yost
Lindsay Zdep
DISTINGUISHED AND ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Adamant and Dorothy F. Brown Scholarship .......................................................... Jessica Bavaro, Dale Degraw, Taylor Dickson, Maria Ferrara, Danielle Trancucci
Adele P. Madore Gross Memorial Scholarship for Graduate Students ........................ Anna Singer, Nancy Tighe
Adele P. Madore Gross Memorial Scholarship for Undergraduate Students ................. Maria Chiappetti-Lojo, Karen Leonard, Janice Melendez, Stephanie Woo
Agnes Niedenstein Scholarship ............................................................................ Dana Alexa, Christopher Austra, Amanda Avci, Chelsea Barreto, Lianna Bass, Amanda Becker, Christine Caltabiano, Brian Carlsen, Marissa Cusanelli, Emilee Dockery, Thomas Evancho, Jewell Huffman, Amanda Krall-Simon, Tara Mangold, Alexandria Matz, Mary Anne Ricca, Ellyn Rosati, Scott Suter
Alumni Scholarship .............................................................................................. Nicole Gregory, Molly Hanlon
American Association of University Women Scholarship ............................................. Ruth Velasquez
Antionette Bigel Anthropology Scholarship ............................................................ Melissa Sedlacik, Eric Winters
Asbury Park Press Community Scholarship ........................................................... Julie Difiore
Barlow Family Memorial Scholarship .................................................................... Tracey Biederstadt
Bonnie J. Lewis Scholarship .................................................................................. Brittany Vander Wiele
Brookdale Community College Golden Anniversary Scholarship ......................... Evan Kotler
Brookdale Community College Scholarship ......................................................... Elizabeth Belka
Bruce Scott Compton Memorial Scholarship .......................................................... Mena Gaballah
Captain M. Greenhut Scholarship ......................................................................... Dina Russo
Charles and Irving Kessler Scholarship .................................................................. Alexandra Casares
Charles and Trudy Parton Community Scholarship ............................................... Allison Meeker
Charles J. Buesing Scholarship ............................................................................. Erik Braunstein, Alexa Passalacqua
Citcorp Community Scholarship ............................................................................ Nicholas Marone, James Noonan
Clarence and Margaret Unterberg Scholarship ...................................................... Donna Latta
Community Scholarship ....................................................................................... Nicole Arnone, Elizabeth Belka, Samantha Dealmeida, Jenna Dorsi, Daniel Franco, Rafael Gonzalez, Evan Kotler, Andrew Kuhns, Bradley Landau, Brenda Lobb, Daryl Macwan, Allyce Murray, Louis Nespoli, James Noonan, Jamie Schelling, Kyle Smith, Hannah Tichansky, Ruth Velasquez, Lauren Wolfe
David A. Reale '96 Scholarship .............................................................................. Jessica Slinger
Donald A. Outcalt Memorial Scholarship .............................................................. Brittany Ackerley, Tyler Bischoff, Amanda Connelly, Jacqueline DiPasquale
Dorothy I. Comerford Business Scholarship ........................................................... Tyler Culley, Jaclyn Hasenfus, Jaimie Haynes, Melanie Penney
Doug Johnson Pep Band Scholarship ...................................................................... Kristen Kohn
Dr. Arthur and Hella Strauss Science Scholarship .................................................. Afroditi Emporelli, Puja Sharma
Dr. Kenneth E. and Ilmae R. Knapp Scholarship .................................................... Britney Dupuis, Kevin Martin, Katelyn Navoyksi, Christopher Spirito, Cara Viscardo, Nicole Vitale
Dr. Leonard Levine Scholarship .............................................................................. Nicole Conklin
Edward A. Raymond Scholarship .......................................................................... Raymond Bogan, Amanda Connelly, Ashley Drazen, Rebecca Kennedy, Kristen Mahon, Aileen Mastowski, Michael Ottaviano, Ravi Shah
English Alumni Scholarship ................................................................................. Lea Callahan
Evelyn Folger Scholarship ..................................................................................... David Balzer
F. Peter Haake/Pierre J. Salmon Scholarship .......................................................... Joel Ravitz
First Union National Bank Scholarship.................................. Alexa Anastasio, Aaron Aquino-Rodriguez, Monica Kloc, Allison Quirke
Frank C. Lutz Scholarship .................................................................................................................. Buryl Fortney
Fred V. Morrone Memorial Scholarship .......................................................... Christopher Connors, Ashley Quinn
Freed Foundation Scholarship.................................................. Matthew Avellino, Sara Bohde, Lisa Bukowiec, William Goble,
George and Louise Brickman Scholarship........................................ Joseph Morrow, Dina Russo, Andrew Sutton
George Link, Jr. Foundation Scholarship........................................ Miriam Basiouny, Caitlyn Fitzpatrick, Kimberly Mahon,
Gertrude B. and Charles T. Parton Scholarship.................................. Meredith Calcagno
Governor’s Nursing Scholarship ...................................................................................................... Karen Nugent
H. R. and Betty Young Family Scholarship .................................. Reem Alsalam, Benjamin Boyd, Lauren O’Neill,
H. R. Young Community Scholarship .......................................................... Christina Carlucci, Daniel Mangraviti
H. R. Young Family Scholarship ........................................................................ Mena Aloub, Caroline Anzouorth, Kelly Chapman, Stephanie Cohen,
Harvey A. Hodes Scholarship ........................................................................ Caitlin Ortolani
Helen Laird Scholarship .................................................................................. Andrew Kuhns
Henni Kantor Kessler Cheerleading Scholarship ........................................ Stefanie Mastbeth
Hubert Parson Memorial Scholarship .......................................................... Raymond Bogan, Kelly Printon
J. William Procter Scholarship ........................................................... Tracy Cai, Kevin Kmetz, Annmarie Pollock, Daniel Room
James F. and Eileen K. Raby Scholarship .................................................... Conrad Sawicki
Jeffrey S. Conover Memorial Scholarship .................................................. Kevin Rogers
John Del Monte Memorial Scholarship .................................................. Alexander Weidman
John J. McMullen Science and Engineering Scholarship ......................... Bradley Brown, Kevin Dillon, Gary Kagan,
Joseph Buckelew Scholarship ....................................................................... Monika Bartnik
Jules Plangere, Jr. Community Scholarship ........................................ Margaret Lang, Christina Rea
Kathryn Hopper Scholarship ........................................................................ Casie Illig, Mark Stranieri, Taylor Venice
Kathy Stephanie Morrissey ’75 Memorial Scholarship .................................. Amanda Davino
Lili P. Rothenstein Scholarship .................................................................. Kaitlyn Bouchard, Michele Ventricelli
Lloyd and Serge Christianson Scholarship ................................................ Rachel Armstrong, Colton Kayser, George Mroz
Lorraine Jacobi Scholarship ........................................................................ Colleen Laffey
Maggie Robinson Scholarship ........................................................................ Rachel Armstrong
Margaret Doxey Memorial Scholarship .................................................. Lena Suarez
Marjorie Unterberg Community Scholarship ........................................... Patricia Clarkson, Jacqueline Dibernardo,
Marjorie Unterberg Scholarship .............................................................. Chidiadi Agoh, Arnold de Luna, Deepa Geo, Marie Mupada,
Mary E. Buckman Nursing Scholarship ................................................. Robert Bishop, Irena Osipenko, Joan Palermo, Brandy Stewart
Mary Flanagan Donnelly Scholarship ........................................................ Kristen Baldino
Maurice and Lucile Pollak Scholarship .................................................. Katelyn Hurni
Maurice Gruber Scholarship ......................................................................... Tracy Cai
McMurray-Bennett Foundation Community Scholarship ......................... Julie Difiore, Matthew Hanf
Midlantic National Bank Community Scholarship .................................. Nicholas Marone, Kyle Smith
Monica and John Ryan Community Scholarship .................................. Edward Martin
Monmouth-Elberon Horticultural Society Scholarship ................................ Jessica Sponaugle
Monmouth Park Scholarship ........................................................................ Michael Volpe
Monmouth Society of Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors Scholarship ............... Kayla Peraino
Monmouth University Library Association Scholarship ................................................................. Dayna Carman
Ocean County Community College Golden Anniversary Scholarship ...........................................Michelle Callas, Catherine Jones,
                                       Paige Loveland, Daniel Schwamberger

Pamela Stevens Memorial Scholarship .............................................................................................Juliana Read
Patricia Nestel Memorial Scholarship .............................................................................................Kristen Baldino
Paul Corliss Marketing Scholarship ..............................................................................................Garth Deblasio
Paul G. Gaffney II Scholarship .....................................................................................................Hillary Novosedlik
Paul Wessel Memorial Scholarship .................................................................................................Samantha Silvent
Portia Bomar Scholarship ................................................................................................................Steven Casamento, Laina DiMento
R. H. Turrell Community Scholarship .............................................................................................Chenelle Covin, William Gleason, Emily Grimes, Jason Horbac,
                                       Carmen Rosado, Eric Rubbinaccio, Michael Scureman

Rebecca Stafford Inaugural Scholarship .........................................................................................Elizabeth Royal
Richard S. Sambol Community Scholarship ...................................................................................Colleen Laffey, Kelli Molnar
Robert H. Miller Community Scholarship ......................................................................................Nicole Cultrera
Robert M. Gray Memorial Scholarship ...........................................................................................Lucas Brown, Nicole Gravish, David Owens
Samuel Hays Magill Scholarship ....................................................................................................Afroditi Emporelli, Tamari Lagvilava, Katelyn Nawoyski, Anthony Panissidi
Saul Rubin Memorial Scholarship .....................................................................................................William Goble
Shadow Lawn Community Scholarship .............................................................................................James Giaquinta
Shivers Scholarship ..........................................................................................................................Carolyn Herbert
Somers Family Real Estate Scholarship ............................................................................................Shaneil Stokes
Thomas Harper Scholarship .............................................................................................................Michael Ottaviano
V. and H. Hovnanian Community Scholarship ................................................................................Jenna Dorsi
Victor Grossinger Scholarship .......................................................................................................Danielle Brascomb, George Caiella, Christopher Del Fattore, Patricia McKinley
Virginia B. DeBarger Scholarship .....................................................................................................Kerri Close
Warters Family Community Scholarship ..........................................................................................Daniel Rodriguez
William Randolph Hearst Scholarship ............................................................................................Sara Bohde, Kaci Brannick, Anthony Dorman, Cameron Nichols
Women’s Club of Ocean Grove Scholarship ....................................................................................Gregory Augustino
SPONSORED SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Allison M. Lynam Memorial Scholarship ........................................................................................................ Taylah Coppotelli, Malgorzata Szymczyk
Becton Dickinson Science Scholarship ........................................................................................................ Puja Sharma
Birdsall Environmental Science Scholarship ................................................................................................... Ryan Gergely
Brian Kern Memorial Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... Benjamin Boyd
Business Council Matching Scholarship for Beta Gamma Sigma ........................................................................ Carolyn Herbert
Cape Eleuthera Institute Scholarship .............................................................................................................. Lauren Fitton, Ryan Gergely, Scott Mayes, Jessica Sponaugle
Daniel DeVries Memorial Scholarship ........................................................................................................... Erika Kurdyka
Emilia Mattone Memorial History Scholarship .............................................................................................. Elenor Hannum
Esther Hymer Scholarship ............................................................................................................................. Dina Russo
Fall Investment Seminar Scholarship ............................................................................................................. Michael Azzolina, Mark Romeo, Tanya Trinkle
Future Skies Scholarship .................................................................................................................................. Jennifer Dillon
Harold Jacobs Memorial Scholarship ............................................................................................................ Mary Easop
Hope Scholarship .............................................................................................................................................. Vincent Grimaldi
Howard S. Cohen Scholarship ......................................................................................................................... Lawrence Vecchio
HSBC First Opportunity Partners Scholarship ................................................................................................... Lauren Jackson
Jane Miller Freed Scholar Athlete Scholarship for Continuing Students ....................................................... Morganne Firmstone, Kayleigh Kalamar, Stephanie Lewis, Ellyn Rosati
Jane Miller Freed Scholar Athlete Scholarship for New Students .................................................................... Amanda Schoenfeld
J. H. Cohn LLP Scholarship ............................................................................................................................... Julie Gallart
Johnson & Johnson Discover Nursing Scholarship ........................................................................................ Dara Ofner
Kathleen M. Maher Scholarship ....................................................................................................................... Michele Halat, Michelle Hansen, Daliah Spencer
Kings Super Markets, Inc. Scholarship ............................................................................................................... Cassandra Fortunato
Legacy of a Hero – L/Cpl Chris Cosgrove III Foundation, Inc. Scholarship ....................................................... Jennifer Davidson
Martin R. Sullivan/PricewaterhouseCoopers Memorial Scholarship ............................................................... Kerri McCann
Maurice Pollak Nursing Scholarship .............................................................................................................. Michele Archer, Michael Volpe
Mccluskey Family Scholarship ...................................................................................................................... Mayra Bird
Merck Undergraduate Science Endeavors Scholarship ...................................................................................... Genevieve Fasano
Monmouth County Freeholders Scholarship .................................................................................................... Karolina Campbell, Cynthia Coffey, Kaitlin Cuttrell, Meghan Dolan, Gail Garbarine, Caitlin Gong, Kevin Hedges, Kristen Marcantuono, Kerri McCann, Michael McNamara, Ruth Myers, Nam Nguyen, Hannah Phillips, Kimberly Simon, Daniel Zagury
Monmouth/Ocean Development Council Scholarship ....................................................................................... Allison Briscione
Mullaney Scholarship for Entrepreneurial Studies ............................................................................................... Chenelle Covin, William Goble, Elena Jamison, James Noonan
Nicholas R. Vecchio Memorial/New Jersey Sales and Marketing Executives Association Scholarship .............. Alyssa Costello
Novartis Science Scholarship .......................................................................................................................... Conrad Sawicki
Novo Nordisk Scholarship .................................................................................................................................. Allison Avogado
OceanFirst Foundation Scholarship .................................................................................................................. Michael Burke, Pamela Cousoulis, Amanda DeMauro, Gabrielle Dolgin, Theresa Firetto, Alyssa Gray, Brittany Kaminski, Sarah Kelshaw, Jessica Kinsley, Mathew Langenberger, Jaclyn Maher, Danielle Marzillia, Lisamaria Mercogliano, Jenna Methwen, William Prata, Kisha Rayner, Sara Rimassa, Michele Suchar, Ariana Tepedino, Dana-Lynn Waggner, Jennifer Weingarten
Pamela Alexis Markowitz Memorial Scholarship ................................................................. Lori Mueller
Partnership for Tomorrow Scholarship ................................................................. Christopher Acosta, Thomas Adair, Erin Ally, Alexa Anastasio, Caroline Anzarouth, Vanessa Arcieri, Victoria Avon, Rebecca Baier, Chase Barbieri, Jenna Bartley, John Blair, Britney Blanco, Miranda Bobrowski, Brett Bodner, Kaitlyn Bouchard, Frank Bozzomo, Jessica Bragen, Meaghan Brandt, Kristen Bridda, Allison Briscione, Lauren Buonpane, Staci Burt, Ricci Cahili, Victoria Calarco, Caitlin Cardinale, Gina Columbus, Tarryn Cortese, Emily Curry, Myra Dabkowsk, Jennifer Davidson, Jessica Dayton, Kyle Decarlo, Michelle Decraene, Matthew Depasquale, Alicia DeSanto, Stephanie Dos Santos, Matthew Doyle, Briana Emma, John Feldmann, Amanda Flickinger, Lauren Florio, Rachel Garduce, Nicholas Gebhardt, Chelsea Grasso, Nicole Gravish, Jessica Guerreiro, Darragh Harten, Brittany Herrmann, Sabrina Heskins, Jamie Hirth, Justin Horn, Lindsey Irwin, Dylan Jones, Colton Kayser, Dominique Lepore, Carolyn Marrone, Stephanie Mercieca, Leona Mostowski, Lori Mueller, Stacy Myers, Victor Nazario, Sandra Olszewski, Christopher Orlando, Amanda Pollifrone, Brittany Priolo, Brittney Ramsey, Hannah Rang, Jessica Rohr, Mark Romeo, Brian Rushalski, Jaclyn Schultz, Jamee Shea, Melissa Steele, Sarah Subbe, Brian Sudol, Lauren Tetro, Jennifer Tortorelli, Tanya Trinkle, Philip Vogt, Cassandra Yerves

Roland Lewan Scholarship .............................................................................................. Lorenzo Russomanno
Schering-Plough Undergraduate Research Scholarship .................................................... Samantha Damiano
School Nurse International Scholarship ......................................................................... Gloria Caputo-Korman
School of Nursing Scholarship .................................................................................... Michele Halat, Alda Valenzuela
Sol J. Barer Scholarship in Life Sciences ........................................................................ Duncan Smith-Sebasto
Susan Young Scholarship .............................................................................................. Nicole Apruzzese, Allison Briscione
Timmy P. Fearless Scholarship ....................................................................................... Kayleigh Kalamar
UPS Scholarship ............................................................................................................ Alexandra Porter
PRIZES AND AWARDS

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND LEADERSHIP AWARDS

ADA Achievement Award ............................................................... George Caiella, Lorin Schiavo, Kelsey Schmidt
Center for Student Success Community Service Award ................................................................. Joey Contreras
EOF Academic Achievement Award .............................................................. Andrew Bachmann, Deryushor Fountain, Erika Ortiz, Juliana Pierce
EOF Leadership Award ............................................................................................ Tina Onikoyi, Balkees Parveen
EOF Perseverance Award .............................................................................................. Marietta Boring, Justine Veal
Federal Work Study Award ........................................................................................................ Stephen Swain
Hawk TV Lifetime Achievement Award ...................................................................................... Daniel Villanova
Hawk TV Most Dedicated Member .......................................................................................... Nicholas Dolphin
Hawk TV Outstanding Member Award ........................................................................................ Christopher Down
Hawks Fly Together Faculty/Staff Award .................................................................................... Robin Kucharczyk
Hawks Fly Together Student Leader Award-First Year ................................................................ Courtney Carr
Hawks Fly Together Student Leader Award-Sophomore ............................................................ Michael Migliaro
Hawks Fly Together Student Leader Award-Junior ........................................................................ Samantha Palmucci
Hawks Fly Together Student Leader Award-Senior ................................................................. Nicole Levy
Hawks Fly Together Student Leader Award-Graduate Student ................................................ Nicole Moreira
Monmouth University Pep Band Award ...................................................................................... Kristen Kohm, Shawna Sullivan
Outstanding Fraternity Man ...................................................................................................... Bryan Duarte
Outstanding Fraternity/Sorority Senior ..................................................................................... Jacqueline Reed
Outstanding Sorority Woman ...................................................................................................... Laura Trachenberg, Lynsey Vivian
SGA Distinguished Member ....................................................................................................... Kelly Craig
SGA Outstanding Committee .................................................................................................... Soraya Quezada, Stefania Tattoli
SGA Outstanding Monmouth University Community Member .................................................. Corey Inzana
SGA Outstanding Senator ......................................................................................................... Alexandra Tuyahov
Shadows Award - Outstanding Dedication to Yearbook ............................................................ Kelly Breznovits
Student Activities Board Award for Outstanding Leadership .................................................... Carolyn Walker
Student Activities Board Programmer of the Year ......................................................................... Kelly Rose Printon
Student Employees of the Year ................................................................................................ Gina Columbus
The Outlook Editor-in-Chief Service Award .................................................................................. Gina Columbus
The Outlook Editor of the Year ..................................................................................................... Matthew Fisher, Jenna Intersimone
The Outlook Newcomer of the Year ............................................................................................... Jacklyn Kouefati, Christopher Orlando
The Outlook Reporter of the Year ................................................................................................... Brett Bodner
The Outlook Staff Member of the Year ............................................................................................ Kelly Brockett
WMCX Award for On-Air Performance ....................................................................................... Kevin Martin, Brian Morelli
WMCX Management Leadership Award ...................................................................................... Nicole Vitale
WMCX Staff Member of the Year ................................................................................................ Nicole Vitale
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
THE LEON HESS BUSINESS SCHOOL

Accounting Academic Achievement Award ................................................................. Joseph J. Antonelli
Beta Gamma Sigma Scholarship ..................................................................................... Tyler Culley
Business Council Award ............................................................................................ Mariana S. Bonato, Rachel L. Garris, Edgar Montgomery
Economics Academic Achievement Award .................................................................... Delila Osmankovic
Fall Investment Seminar Scholarship .......................................................................... Michael Azzolina, Mark Romeo, Tanya J. Trinkle
Finance Academic Achievement Award ......................................................................... Jose A. Arrunategui
International Business Departmental Academic Achievement Award ....................... Melissa A. Steele
Leon Hess Business School Academic Achievement Award ......................................... Joseph J. Antonelli
Management Academic Achievement Award ................................................................ Lauren F. Tetro
Marketing Academic Achievement Award ....................................................................... Lauren E. Cassel
MBA Academic Achievement Award ........................................................................... Dr. William Dennis
MBA Outstanding Student Award ................................................................................ Jacob Brichkin
Mullaney Scholarship .................................................................................................. Chenelle R. Covin, William R. Goble II, Elena C. Jamison, James M. Noonan
NJ Collegiate Business Administration Association Honor Society ........................ Joseph J. Antonelli, James M. Noonan,
                                                                                      Lauren F. Tetro
Outstanding Student in Accounting ............................................................................. Scott Yontef
Outstanding Student in Economics ............................................................................. Paul Jovanovski
Outstanding Student in Finance .................................................................................... Michael J. Azzolina
Outstanding Student in International Business ............................................................ Caitlin N. Kelly
Outstanding Student in Management .......................................................................... Marissa A. Carroll
Outstanding Student in Marketing ................................................................................ Courtney R. Snyder
Outstanding Student in Real Estate .............................................................................. Jamie A. Rosenkrantz
Paul Corliss Award ...................................................................................................... Lauren E. Cassel
Paul Corliss Scholarship ............................................................................................... Michelle L. Van Lenten
Real Estate Academic Achievement Award .................................................................... Anderson D. Haxton
Wollack Scholarship, Fall 2011 .................................................................................... Dr. William Dennis
Wollack Scholarship, Spring 2012 .............................................................................. Ekaterina Vasilenko

THE MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Monmouth University Library Research Award–Graduate Student ................................. Kristina Tipps
Monmouth University Library Research Award–Undergraduate Student ........................ Danielle Darpino

THE WAYNE D. McMURRAY SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Academic Writing Prize ................................................................................................. Amanda Connolly
Alice Gustav Scholarship Award ..................................................................................... Alexa Anastasio, Amanda DiVita
Caryl Sills English Teaching Award ............................................................................ Jennifer Rosenblum
Communication Academic Achievement Award .......................................................... Victoria M. Blaess, Matthew P. Fisher
Corporate and Public Communication Academic Excellence ..................................... Katherine Kowalenko
Corporate and Public Communication Exceptional Scholarship .............................. Jaclyn Malley
Creative Writing Prize ................................................................................................. Jennifer van Alstyne
Creativity in Design Award ........................................................................................ Patricia McKinley, Andrew Stratton
Creativity in Studio Art Award ..................................................................................... Candace M. Jahn, Stephanie Zoppi
Criminal Justice Department Outstanding Academic Performance.......................... Brianna J. Johnston
Criminal Justice Department Outstanding Graduate Academic Performance .......... Frank M. Presutti, John Allen Shjarback
Criminal Justice Department Service and Leadership .................................................. Rebecca M. Laskowski
Debate Team Leadership Award ................................................................. Arielle Giordano, Brandon R. Karkovice
Dr. Bruce L. Metzger Memorial Award in Excellence in History ........................................ Terence Bodak
Elvin R. Simmill Memorial Award ........................................................................ Donald J. McCarthy
English Merit Award .......................................................................................... Laura Fiorelli
English Award for Graduate Study ........................................................................ Christine Bryant
Excellence in Public Relations Leadership ............................................................... Kimberly Mahon
Excellence in TV Production Award ...................................................................... Olivia Salata
Griffin Award ........................................................................................................ Jennifer G. Natoli
Highest Academic Grade Point Average Award in Music .......................................... Colton Kayser
Italian Achievement Award .................................................................................. Stefania Flecca
Italian Student of the Year Award ........................................................................... Daniela Polimeni
Model UN Leadership Award................................................................................ Aziz S. Mama
Outstanding Academic Achievement Award in Spanish ........................................... Daniela Agreda
Outstanding Academic Achievement Award in Spanish and International Business .... Leeann Mazuca
Outstanding Academic Achievement Award in Spanish and Education .................. Ashleigh Hegedus
Outstanding Academic Performance in the Master of Science Program in Mental Health Counseling ................................................................. Erica Burd,
Regina DiTrani
Outstanding Academic Performance in the Master of Science Program in Psychological Counseling ................................................................. Maria Pendondjis
Outstanding Contributions to Department Efforts in Instrumental Music ............... Dana Ferrara, Eleni Malas, Jonathan Nuzzolo
Outstanding Contributions to Department Efforts in Music Industry ....................... Chase Kaplan
Outstanding Contributions to Department Efforts in Music and Theatre Arts ........ Sarah Clemency, Michele Cox
Outstanding Student in Design Award .................................................................... Anthony L. Colella
Outstanding Student in Studio Art Award ................................................................ Patricia M. Fonselius
Outstanding Student in Studio Art Education .......................................................... Agata J. Gorski
Outstanding Student in Studio Photo ...................................................................... Brittany L. Platt
Outstanding Graduate Scholar in History ............................................................... Felicia Norott, Kevin Young
Outstanding Undergraduate Scholar in Anthropology ............................................. Kaitlyn Bouchard, Jennifer Tortorelli
Outstanding Undergraduate Scholar in History ....................................................... Sarah Spinapont
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Anthropology ........................................... Melissa Sedlacik
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in History ..................................................... Dominique Lepore
Political Science Academic Award ........................................................................... John R. Feldmann, Alexandria L. Matz
Political Science Club Leadership Award ............................................................... Jessica A. Rohr
Radio Broadcasting Award .................................................................................. Britney Dupuis, Joseph McGrath
Randeberg Memorial Award ................................................................................... Miranda Bobrowski, Juliana Pierce
Rose Feinberg Scholarship Award ........................................................................... Chelsie Piasio
Sociology Academic Award .................................................................................... John R. Feldmann
Sociology Club Leadership Award ........................................................................... Amanda M. DiVita
Spanish Student of the Year Award .......................................................................... Michael Cardonick
The Verge Leadership Award .................................................................................. Tom Ryan Ranzweiler
The Wayne D. McMurray School of Humanities and Social Sciences Award for Student Excellence ................................................................. Juliana M. Pierce
Tom Crane Service Award ...................................................................................... Christopher J. Cavaiol
Turrell Prize in Philosophy ..................................................................................... Emily Curry
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts in Education, Outstanding Undergraduate........................................... Michael Del Gado, Mark Stranieri
Dean’s Excellence Award, Graduate.................................................................................. Sarah Beth Alberts
Dean’s Excellence Award, Undergraduate.......................................................................... Michael T. Del Galdo
Literacy Leadership Award............................................................................................... Michael T. Del Galdo
Master of Arts in Teaching, Outstanding Graduate............................................................. Eric Hoblitzell, Samantha Zaun
Master of Education, Outstanding Student........................................................................ Shardea Brown, Justin Soderholm
Outstanding Student in MSEd Principal.......................................................................... Joanne Noel Guarraci, Tierney S. Meeker
Outstanding Student in MSEd Reading Specialist.............................................................. Sheryl Lacina Konopack, Valerie Anne Sorce
Outstanding Student in MSEd School Counseling.............................................................. Karen Schulte O’Neill, Colleen M. Rackett
Outstanding Student in MSEd Special Education.............................................................. Jamie T. Lougee
Outstanding Student in Special Education...................................................................... Kaitlyn M. Bouchard, Laura E. Ledman
Outstanding Student in Technology and MSEd Special Education................................. Kristen E. Girone, Ashley Grainger

THE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE

ACS Analytical Chemistry Award...................................................................................... Lauren Seaman
ACS Inorganic Chemistry Award...................................................................................... Christina Roselli
ACS, Monmouth County, Senior Chemistry Award............................................................. Gillian Shaw
Biology Academic Achievement Award............................................................................ Kristin McKeever
Biology Service Award.................................................................................................... Jessica Sponaugle
Biology Honor Society—Chi Eta Excellence Award............................................................ Vincent Marchese
Computer Science Academic Excellence Award—Undergraduate....................................... Peter Matano, Nam Nguyen
Computer Science Academic Excellence Award—Graduate.............................................. Andrew Elenseski, Sandhya Tammisetty
CRC Press Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award....................................................... Wesley Cunningham
Department of Mathematics Service Award...................................................................... Jennifer VanDusen
Marine and Environmental Biology and Policy Achievement Award............................... Lauren Fitton
Merit in Mathematics....................................................................................................... Nicole M. Altilio, Myra Dabkowski, Michael T. DelGaldo, Maria C. Ferrara, Meghan L. Freshnock
Molecular Cell Physiology Academic Achievement Award............................................. Puja Sharma
Outstanding Scholarship in Mathematics......................................................................... Colleen M. McKendry
School of Science Dean’s Award of Excellence in Undergraduate Research (1st Place)...... Bryan Martin, Trevor Woods
School of Science Dean’s Award of Excellence in Undergraduate Research (2nd Place).... Dharm Patel
School of Science Dean’s Award of Excellence in Undergraduate Research (3rd Place)...... Madelyn Mauterer, Krystal Orlando, Shelby Whitebread, Nicole Wisniewski
Software Engineering Department Academic Excellence Award (Graduate).................... Johnathan Kimpton, Douglas Lee
Software Engineering Department Academic Excellence Award (Undergraduate)............. James Pareja, Guriqbal Singh
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

BSW Academic Excellence Award ........................................................................................................................... Jillian M. Demko
BSW Social Justice Award ................................................................................................................................. Meghan E. Cusack
Dean’s Award for Leadership ............................................................................................................................. Michael V. Finnigan
MSW Academic Excellence Award ...................................................................................................................... Danielle C. Cristofano
MSW Social Justice Award ................................................................................................................................. Jessica M. Gregory, Mary R. Szacik
Sally Lampson Kanehe International Social Work Fellowship Award ................................................................. Ashley G. Baker, LaShauna T. Jackson, Carly J. Mahon
Taiyeb and Amta Mama International Social Work Fellowship ........................................................................ Abby L. Gresia, Heather E. Robertson, Mary R. Szacik, Thomas W. Sunchuk

THE MARJORIE K. UNTERBERG SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH STUDIES

BSN Academic Excellence Award ........................................................................................................................... Kristen Baldino
BSN Leadership Award ............................................................................................................................................ Michele Archer
Health Studies Academic Excellence Award ............................................................................................................ Samantha A. Attanasio
Health Studies Leadership Award ......................................................................................................................... Leona Mostowski
MSN Academic Excellence Award ....................................................................................................................... Patricia C. Berkowitz, Nancy C. Flood, Karen M. Hoary, Clare E. Lane
MSN Leadership Award ........................................................................................................................................ Tara N. Heagele
Natural Medicines Comprehensive Database Recognition Award ........................................................................ Holly A. Kokes
HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA EPSILON RHO (National Broadcasting Society)
Advisors, Chris Cavallaro and Dr. Aaron Furgason

CURRENT OFFICER
Dan Villanova, President

CURRENT MEMBERS 2011-2012
Dr. Chad Dell
Chris Down
Aaron Goldner
Erik Massimino
Andy Schmid
Chris Spirito
Jonathan Strobel

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA (Sociology), Theta of NJ Chapter
Advisor, Dr. Nancy Mezey

CURRENT MEMBERS
Sara S. Boyle
John R. Feldmann
Symonne A. Fisher
Carly R. Gross
### ALPHA PHI SIGMA (Criminal Justice), Omega Theta Phi Chapter

*Advisor, Dr. Michele Grillo*

#### CURRENT OFFICERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Catherine Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Brianna Johnston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Jheris Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acting Secretary</td>
<td>Jaclyn Schultz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Samantha Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historian</td>
<td>Noelle Guida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webmaster Inductee</td>
<td>Lori Mueller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CURRENT MEMBERS

- Joseph Capizzi
- Matt DeSorbo
- Christine D’Ottaviano
- Andrew Fedick
- Callen Figarola
- Vincent Marchese
- Katie Musa
- Catherine Jones
- Jheris Jordan
- Ashley Koch
- Marissa Koerner

#### INDUCTEES

- Christopher Austra II
- Sean Barry
- Courtney Bouchard
- Matthew D. Doyle
- Laura Garcia
- Twylen Hicks
- Kim Kullman
- Michael Liebes
- Lori Mueller
- Ashley J. Quinn
- Thomas Rodas
- Kristina Santella
- Jaclyn Schultz
- Jessica Toritto

---

### BETA BETA BETA (Biology), Chi Eta Chapter

*Advisors, Dr. Dennis E. Rhoads & Dr. Pedram Daneshgar*

#### CURRENT OFFICERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Vincent Marchese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Bryan Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Afroditi Emporelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Stefanie Thomson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historian</td>
<td>Duncan Smith-Sebasto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CURRENT MEMBERS

- Anthony Cortese
- Allison R. Crawford
- Taylor S. Donohue
- Caitlyn Dowling
- Natalie B. Elia
- Afroditi Emporelli
- Genevieve A. Fasano
- Christianne Faunce
- Lauren Fitton
- Ryan P. Gergely
- Christina A. Gulotta
- Josette Hutecheson
- Kaveri K. Kaushal
- Kendria J. N. Ledesma
- Chelsea Lorentz
- Vincent Marchese
- Bryan Martin
- Kristin McKeever
- Jennifer Nelson
- Dharm Patel
- Payal M. Patel
- Jennifer E. Phelan
- Puja Sharma
- Heather M. Siebert

#### CURRENT MEMBERS Inductees

- Duncan Smith-Sebasto
- Jessica R. Sponaugle
- Stefanie Thomson
- Shelby L. Whitebread
- Nicole L. Wisniewski
BETA GAMMA SIGMA (Business Administration)
Advisors, Dr. Barrie Bailey, Dr. Jeffrey Scott, & Dr. Nancy Uddin

CURRENT MEMBERS

Joseph Antonelli
Jose Arrunategui
Michael Azzolina
Andrew Bitar
Michael Cardonick
Marissa Carroll
Lauren Cassel
Lee Dashti
Garth Deblasio
William Dennis
Jaclyn Dimeo
Jonathan Goodman
Sitara Harsha
Carolyn Herbert
Matthew Karpa
Kevin Kmetz
Amanda Lawless
Leann Mazuca
Kerri McCann
Erika Ortiz
Matthew Paris
Stephen Prosapio
Colleen Rutecki
Jaimee Saracen
Juliet Smith
Melissa Steele
Lauren Tetro
Nikolas Trenchi
Tanya Trinkle
Marie Worsham
Kristina Wulle
Tanya Zak

CHI ALPHA EPSILON (EOF)
Advisor, Tyrone Smith

GRADUATING MEMBERS

Stephanie Acuria
Andrew Bachmann
Cassandra Dramis
Iliana Fitzgerald
Jamey Flaccavento
Rachel Gentry
Georlisa Kirby
Chelsea Lorentz
Shakira McDonald
George Mena
Erika Ortiz
Balkees Parveen
Daniel Pearson
Michael Pearson
Juliana Pierce
Rosa Zayas
Stephanie Zoppi

CHI ALPHA SIGMA (National College Athlete Honor Society)
Advisor, Tom Bieber

Erica Abendschoen
Jeffrey Ascough
Kimberly Baligian
Jordan Barnett
Deanna Bishop
George Caiella
Cassie Campasano
Vanessa Campo
Alexis Canady
Alyse Casale
Daniel Collard
April Damurjian
Garth Deblasio
Dale Degraw
Anthony D’Elia
Patricia Derer
Ajda Dotday
Britney Dupuis
Vincent DuVernois
Eric Fay
Dana Ferrari
Morganne Firmstone
Elizabeth Gadowala
Kristen Ingegnere
Kayleigh Kalar
Caitlin Kelly
Colleen Kelly
Ashley Lewis
Joshua Lewis
Emily MacEwen
Ally Mancino
Peter Matano
Ashley McPeek
Melissa Mehrer
Ryan Mulligan
Evan Mydlowski
Jennifer Nelson
Chevannah Paalvast
Craig Peterson
Stephen Prosapio
Erkko Puranen
Ellyn Rosati
Jamie Rosenkranz
Colleen Rutecki
Olivia Salata
Christine Scherr
David Sherwood
Jessica Slinger
Juliet Smith
Courtney Snyder
Stephen Suboleski
Andrew Sutton
Alyssa Teehan
Carly Thibault
Claudia Vazquez
Lindsey Walsh
Nicholas Waltman
Kayla Weiser
Rachel Werner
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CHI SIGMA IOTA, Mu Upsilon Omega Chapter  
(Counseling Academic and Professional Honor Society International)  
Advisor, Dr. Stephanie Hall and Dr. David Burkholder

Jamie Allen  
Kristin Borys  
Erica Burd  
Lindsey Capelli  
Dayna Ceruzzi  
Mallory Chosak  
Lauren Ciccone  
Danielle Corbin  
Robin Corbo  
Kathryn Defino  
Laurie DiTrani  
Cindy Fay  
Ciara Guile  
Nicole Gusman  
Kayla Hodkiewicz  
Amy Kasak  
Michele Levin  
Denise Martin  
Michele McCloskey  
Joanna Melon  
Nicole Panza  
Maria Pendondjis  
Jessica Pepe  
Rebecca Pritsch  
Jade Simons  
Stephanie Sullivan  
Sierra Thomas  
Julianne Toto  
Ashley Wade

ETA SIGMA GAMMA (Health), Epsilon Gamma Chapter  
Advisor, Dr. Andrea Hope

CURRENT OFFICERS
Stephanie Egbert, President  
Alison Joyce, Vice President
Ashley Malone, Secretary  
Jennie Vartbedian, Treasurer

Rosemary Wadell, Media Specialist

CURRENT MEMBERS
Christina Audi  
Nicole Barberio  
Nicole Dobron  
Cheslea Dunster  
Allesandra Lobuglio  
Kelsey Maher  
Megan Martin  
Michelle Mullins  
Danielle Neals  
Vanessa Orbe  
Angela Rosa  
Andrea Trozzi  
Rebecca Van Dyk

GAMMA KAPPA ALPHA (Italian Honor Society)  
Advisor, Dr. Maria Simonelli

CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS
Francesca T. Emma  
Carolina Guiterrez  
Gabriella L. Macaro  
Maria Mazzone  
Pasquale Morea  
Darian Merlonghi  
Julia Papetti  
Daniela Pepe  
Alexandra Sirianni

UNDERGRADUATE INDUCTEES
Stefania Flecca  
Daniela Polimeni
GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA (Greek Academic), Zeta Lambda Chapter  
*Advisor, Tyler Havens*

**CURRENT MEMBERS**

Stephanie Acuria  
Rebecca Baier  
Mariana Bonato  
Mariana Carroll  
Rory Chirmside  
Chelsea Dunster  
Britney Dupuis  
Dana Ferrari  
Stephanie Acuria  
Rebecca Baier  
Mariana Bonato  
Mariana Carroll  
Rory Chirmside  
Chelsea Dunster  
Britney Dupuis  
Dana Ferrari

Megan Holt  
Alison Joyce  
Brittney Lauro  
Laura Ledman  
Bryan Martin  
Brigid McIntyre  
Eliza Miller  
Melissa Minio  
Megan Holt  
Alison Joyce  
Brittney Lauro  
Laura Ledman  
Bryan Martin  
Brigid McIntyre  
Eliza Miller  
Melissa Minio

Kiley Minton  
Kaitlyn Muller  
Erika Ortiz  
Delila Osmandovic  
Meghan Palotta  
Brittney Penson  
Nicolle Rodriguez  
Jacquelyn Schadewald  
Kiley Minton  
Kaitlyn Muller  
Erika Ortiz  
Delila Osmandovic  
Meghan Palotta  
Brittney Penson  
Nicolle Rodriguez  
Jacquelyn Schadewald

Jaclyn Schultz  
Jessica Sponaugle  
Lara Swan  
Megan Tracey  
Laura Trachtenberg  
Veronica Yurowski  
Jaclyn Schultz  
Jessica Sponaugle  
Lara Swan  
Megan Tracey  
Laura Trachtenberg  
Veronica Yurowski

KAPPA DELTA PI (Education), Nu Tau Chapter  
*Advisors, Professor Mary Brennan and Dr. Carolyn Groff*

**CURRENT EXECUTIVE BOARD**

Ashley Grainger  
Lauren Jackson  
Laura Ledman  
Mary Anne Ricca  
Daniel Schwamberger  
Ellen Sternberg  
Ashley Grainger  
Lauren Jackson  
Laura Ledman  
Mary Anne Ricca  
Daniel Schwamberger  
Ellen Sternberg

Dana Alexa  
Krista Anderson  
Nicole Apruzzese  
Carrin Blomkvest  
Emily Bocek  
Kimberley Boland  
Kaitlyn Bouchard  
Alexandra Caroll-Byrne  
Ashley Cocco  
Myra Dabkowski  
Jennifer Davidson  
Jaclyn DeBlasi  
Michael Del Galdo  
Emilee Dockery  
Ashley Drazen  
Karyn Faith Dutch  
Briana Emma  
Ashley Grainger  
Ashleigh Hgedus  
Michael Hrchosik  
Lindsey Irwin  
Lauren Jackson  
Kenslie Kerestes  
Laura Ledman  
Francesca Lentini  
Dominique LePore  
Emilee Dockery  
Ashley Drazen  
Karyn Faith Dutch  
Briana Emma  
Ashley Grainger  
Ashleigh Hgedus  
Michael Hrchosik  
Lindsey Irwin  
Lauren Jackson  
Kenslie Kerestes  
Laura Ledman  
Francesca Lentini  
Dominique LePore

Jessica Lustmann  
Angelina Mannino  
Rebecca McBride  
Stephanie Mercieca  
Ann Marie Moccia  
Nicole Noel  
Brittney Penson  
Mary Anne Ricca  
Jillian Romba  
Kimberly Rosenberg  
Jennifer Rosenblum  
Daniel Schwamberger  
Rachel Scott  
Jessica Lustmann  
Angelina Mannino  
Rebecca McBride  
Stephanie Mercieca  
Ann Marie Moccia  
Nicole Noel  
Brittney Penson  
Mary Anne Ricca  
Jillian Romba  
Kimberly Rosenberg  
Jennifer Rosenblum  
Daniel Schwamberger  
Rachel Scott

Ariel Shortino  
Amy Sloan  
Brittany Spence  
Christian Stacey  
Elizabeth Stankiewicz  
Ellen Sternberg  
Renée Stewart  
Brian Sudol  
Mallory Szymczak  
Danille Toritto  
Brittany Vander Wiele  
Alyson Yager  
Kristina Yutko  
Ariel Shortino  
Amy Sloan  
Brittany Spence  
Christian Stacey  
Elizabeth Stankiewicz  
Ellen Sternberg  
Renée Stewart  
Brian Sudol  
Mallory Szymczak  
Danille Toritto  
Brittany Vander Wiele  
Alyson Yager  
Kristina Yutko
LAMBDA ALPHA (Anthropology), Alpha of NJ
Advisor, Richard Veit

UNDERGRADUATE INDUCTEES
Andrew Thomas Colucci
Danielle Jennele Carrao
Kristin Michelle Gaul
Megan Elizabeth Readeau
Mary Anne Ricca

GRADUATE INDUCTEES
Jonathan C. Blaydes

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA (Leadership)
Advisor, Tyler Havens

CURRENT MEMBERS
Rebecca Baier
Kerri Bohse
Kaci Brannick
Brian Carlsen
Meghan Cusack
Victoria Danser
Amanda DiVita
Britney Dupuis
Lauren Ermilio
Stefania Flecca
Lauren Jackson
Jazmin Juarez
Raymond Lahaye
Alicia Leifken
Bryan Martin
Peter Matano
Donald McCarthy
Lori Beth Mueller
Kaitlyn Muller
Cameron Nichols
Brittney Penson
Hannah Phillips
Jonathan Porcello
Mary Anne Ricca
Elizabeth Rimassa
Alyssa Ringel
Jessica Rohr
Ellyn Rosati
Kimberly Rosenberg
Oscar Sanchez Jr.
Duncan Smith-Sebasto
Andrea Trozzi
Nicole Vitale
Lynsey Vivian
Nicholas Waltman
Rachael Werner
Veronica Yurowski
PHI ALPHA (Social Work), Mu Epsilon Chapter
Advisor, Dr. Helen O'Brien

CURRENT MEMBERS

Kristen Accisano  
Jace Arliss  
Janine Averbach  
Rachel Berger  
Ellen Bloom  
Lindsey Borik  
Julianne Boyce  
Kimberly Butler  
Amy Cancillieri  
Marissa Ciullo  
Nicole Clark  
Anne Coble  
Katharine Collins  
Sarah Connolly  
Colleen Converse  
Danielle Cristofano  
Katelyn Critchley  
Jessica Cronin  
Meghan Cusack  
Nicole DeFonzo  
Alexandra DeVito  
Jessica De Prima  
Jillian Demko  
Lauren Eaton  
Kelsey Fehlhaber  
Cassandra Fortunato  
Mary Fulco  
Rachel Garduce  
Lindsey Gates  
Mireille Gauthier-St-Laurent  
Deyn Giannone  
Halley Goldstein  
Lauren Graceffo  
Sarah Granato  
Abigail Gresla  
Kristine Gunningham  
Timothy Hansen  
Nicole Higgins  
Christine Hoffmann  
Kristen Ingegnere  
Mary Jackey  
La Shauna Jackson  
Fallon Jenner  
Kelsey Jorgensen  
Toby Kantor  
Lori Kemper  
Grace Klauber  
Amanda Kruzyinski  
Kathleen LaPlaca  
Lisa Levine  
Brooke Lichter  
Krystal Linke  
John Lograsso  
Stephanie Luczkowski  
Gina Maguire  
Carly Mahon  
Raïna Martinez  
Alexandra Martini  
Matthew Matsutani  
Amanda Mayberry  
Alexis Mazza  
Joselyn McClatchey  
Elisabeth Medino  
Michelle Newman  
Jill Nicolosi  
Irit Nordin  
Jamie Nugent  
Lawrence O’Brien  
Lauren O’Donnell  
Maria Ocampo  
Amanda Offermann  
Kelly Oliveira  
Heather Ollendorf  
Jennie Palazzi  
Dimple Patel  
Deborah Patrouch  
Jessica Pittius  
Kelly Printon  
Jessica Reddington  
Katinka Rife  
Tara Rogers  
Carmine Ruocco  
Melissa Russell  
Jacquelyn Schadewald  
Samantha Schween  
Ekta Shah  
Nishita Sheth  
Elizabeth Sidlow  
Holly Smith  
Caitlyn Stephens  
Kristina Stokhamer  
Lena Suarez  
Klaudia Szabat  
Caitlin Tamayo  
Meghan Taormina  
Beth Tarver-Harry  
Marissa Tattoli  
Nancy Tighe  
Shannon Underwood  
Geraldine Viggiani  
Brendan Ward  
Emily Weber  
Savannah Werner  
Kimberly Wisniewski  
Christie Zelek  
Maria Zierden
PHI ALPHA THETA (History), Iota Omicron Chapter
Advisor, Profesor Hettie Williams

CURRENT MEMBERS

Thomas Blaney
Kimberley Ann Boland
Nicole Michelle Bottalico
Allison Marie Borruso
Tyler Breder
Alyse Casale
Rachel Cena
Amanda Davino
David Dzendzel
Arielle Giordano
Brian Grimes
Charles Hamill
Michael A. Hrehowsik
Lauren Jackson
Stephanie Knoell
Timothy Kortenhaus
Colleen Laffey
Kerry M. Lawrence
Kristina N. Marrone
Richard Mosera
Amanda Simnor
Stephanie Simnor
Jared Slaweski
Sarah Subbe
Kristen VanderDrift
William Weber

PHI ETA SIGMA (Freshman Leadership)
Advisor, Dr. Golam Mathbor

NEW INDUCTEES

Chelsea Aceti
Stephanie Ade
Katelyn Agabiti
Rezwan Ahmed
Jillian Alexander
Sabrina Alfassa
Leila Ali
Reem Alsalman
Tara Alves
Timothy Ballard
Alyssa Basile
Kristi Baviello
Steven Benigno
Nancy Bermudez Delgado
Alyssia Bifano
Amanda Billotti
Nana Bonsu
Cristin Bosko
Michelle Botsacos
Andrew Boxman
Benjamin Boyd
Rachael Brady
Krysten Brannick
Kristen Brett
Jonathan Brichkin
Jennifer Broman
Carolyn Broz
Haley Brue
Linda Bruno
Andrea Buck
Michael Burke
Jason Caianiello
Jessica Calabro
Ashley Carlo
Olivia Caruso
Peter Chace
Nicole Checko
April Churchill
Christopher Ciasullo Jr.
Carolyn Cimusz
Marissa Clemente
Elyse Climes
Jessica Cobb
Gina Colasurdo
Erin Collier
Evan Corey
Drew Corrigan
Jacquelyn Consentino
Pamela Cousoulis
Vincent Crincoli
Wesley Cunningham
Halley D’Esposito
Victoria Day
Alexis DeCarvalho
Kevin Dillon
Joseph DiPeri
Danielle DiVita
Jane Dustman
Nicole Famularo
Jenna Feldman
Theresa Firetto
Kristin Fiumara
Deanna Foley
Jesse Fowler
Rachel Fox
Cassie Fuhro
James Genco
Gina Gilanyi
Kevin Gilsenan Jr.
Ilona Gliszczynski
Taylore Glynn
Molly Gordon
Lindy Gott
Candace Grande
Alyssa Gray
Natali Greco
Karen Guaman-Salazar
Kristine Gunningham
Wallyd Hamid
Ryan Hawke
Megan Hodges
Kevin Houston
Martika Hubbard
Kelly Hughes
Edward Hunt
Casey Ingugmato
Jessica Intromaso
Kristi Irace
Peter Ireland
Mary Katherine Jennings
Brandon Johnson
Taylor Johnson
Katlyn Jones
Cortney Jonker
Aarshitha Katta
Michael Kaufmann
Christopher Kelly
Ryan Kelly
Sarah Kelshaw
Michael Kelvy
Kaitlin Kiernan
Erin Kilroy
Ryan Kinghorn
Jessica Kostiou
Jessica Kozma
Raven Lake
Matthew Lang
Andrew Langille
PHI LAMBDA UPSILON (Chemistry)
Advisor, Dr. Gregory A. Moehring

CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS

Mena Aioub
Miriam Basiouny
Samantha Damiano
Susette Ingram
Bryan Martin
Jared Rosenblum
Mark Stranieri

PI SIGMA ALPHA (Political Science), Iota Lambda Chapter
Advisor, Dr. Rekha Datta

CURRENT MEMBERS

Samantha W. Barthel
Robert J. Bell Jr.
Tyler J. Bischoff
Terence B. Bodak
Melissa C. Burro
Christopher Cavaiola
Mark A. Cosentino
Samantha DeAlmeida
John R. Feldmann
Symmone A. Fisher
Monia Abou Ghali
David Goldenthal
Charles F. Hamill
Brandon R. Karkovice
Colleen B. Kelly
Lianne Kulik
Bryan I. Larco
Jessica Larkins
Kimberly Leshynski
Andrew C. Lyons
Cristina Marzilla
Stefanie A. Mastbeth
Alexandria L. Matz
Samuel Maynard
Donald J. McCarthy
Sandra Meola
Dennis J. Mikolay
Miriam A. Peguero
Parker Ritzdorf
Dina Russo

Jennifer M. Sime
Hannah Sopko
Fred Strahl
Samantha Tartas
Alexandria L. Todd
Cara M. Viscardo
Nicholas Waltman
Jason Wiemken
PSI CHI (Psychology)
Advisor, Dr. Lisa Dinella

CURRENT OFFICERS
Miranda Bobrowski, President
Juliana Pierce, Vice President
Kaci Brannick, Secretary
Milliann Abrams and Brendan Mallon, Treasurers

CURRENT MEMBERS
Jacqueline Abate
Milliann Abrams
Taylor Acquaire
Rachel Aliotta
Alexa Anastasio
Jeffrey Ascough
Christina Badali
Miranda Bobrowski
Chelsee Bower
Sara Boyle
Jessica Bragen
Jorge Branco
Kaci Brannick
Tara Brown
Nicole C. Keslo
Victoria Calarco
Vanessa Campo
Stephanie Ciraola
Kara Connelly
Rachel Connors
Kelsey Corrigan
Kathryn Culhane
Emily Curry
Jenna D'Agostini
Caryn Dambra
Holly Deptula
Laina DiMento
Amanda Divita
Margaret Dowe
Victoria Drake
DeManuel Edmondson
Jacqueline Falzaran
Iliana Fitzgerald
Danielle Fokshner
Emily Gately
Ashley Geiser
Rachel Gentry
Andrea Gilroy
Meghan Hansen
Lacey Holovacko
Catherine Iko
Carley Isabella
Medina Jalalzai
Eric Kaighn
Kimberly Kepich
Sean Kittle
Kristen Kohm
Monica Kuegler
Margaret Lang
Ashley Lewis
Julie Maggs
Brendan Mallon
Michele Mann
Stefanie Mastbeth
Rebecca McCabe
Robert McNamara
Kellyanne Meka
George Mena
Adriana Millan
Rachel Morgenstern
Lori Mueller
Ryan Mulligan
Ryan Murphy
Jennifer Natoli
Haim Nesser
Joseph Nesser
Julianne Nestor
Nicole Noel
Chelsea Otton
Alexa Pellacani
Chelcie Piasio
Juliana Pierce
Amanda Pollifrone
Kyle Reinhardt
Ellyn Rosati
Nicholas Rossi
Colleen Russell
Matthew-Donald Sangster
Maria Scandra
Lauren Seaman
Jaime Sferlazzo
Jessica Soriano
Colleen Thomas
Chelsea Thomson
Danielle Torres
Laura Trachtenberg
Victoria Vaso
Stephanie Velardi
Jeffrey Viaud
Tia Walt
Rachel Werner
Shannen Wilson

SIGMA DELTA PI (Spanish), Eta Pi Chapter
Advisors, Dr. Mirta Barrea-Marlys and Professor Laura Valenzuela

CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS
Daniela Agreda Rivas
Christina Noelle Allocco
Analise N. Aricó
Marissa Ann Carroll
Angela Maria Costa
Meghan Cusack
Jeremy Scott Dinkin
Maria A. Gliddon
Jessica Contreiras Guerreiro
Marissa R. Koerner
Kristen Kohm
Kathleen La Placa
Brittany E. LeBoeuf
Brittany Martinez
Nicole A. Matarazzo
Leeann Mazuca
Janice Juanita Melendez
Adriana M. Millan
Miriam Pegoero
Elizabeth Ann Rimassa
Ellyn M. Rosati
Darallyn Yahaira Sanchez
Carly Thibault
Ruth Alvarado Velasquez
Cara M. Viscardo
Rachel Nicole Werner
SIGMA TAU DELTA (English), Delta Sigma Chapter
Advisor, Dr. Heide Estes

UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS

Dana Alexa
Caroline Anzarouth
Lianna Bass
Sara Jane Berman
Carrin Blomkvest
Staci Burt
Karly Butler
Lea Callahan
Andrea Cilento
Nicole Cokefair
Amanda Connelly
Caitlin Courtney
Michelle DeCraene
Brittany Diamond
Samantha Dully
Briana Emma
Laura Fiorelli
Stefania Flecca
Amanda Flickinger
Kevin Flook
Andrea Frank
Lauren Frankowski
Christina Grothues
Christina Guillen
Kayla Helfrich
Tina Marie Heneghan
Cara Heusel
Lindsey Irwin
Eric Kollinger
Diana Kumpf
Nora Leary
Steven Leonard
Courtney Luk
Kristen Malm
Christina Marraccini
Carolyn Marrone
Alexandra McClay
Jaclyn Moor
Katie Mosera
Allyce Murray
Michelle Myers
Jennifer Nelli
Chelsea Ogilvie
Kristin Olesky
Maria Opirhory
Lauren Palumbo
Elena Pellarin
Alexandra Plenzo
Ashley Regan
Kaitlyn Roberts
Jessica Rohr
Kimberly Rosenberg
Jennifer Rosenblum
Emily Scarano
Daniel Schwamberger
Rachel Scott
Rebecca Stewart
Janine Strauss
Mallory Szymczak
Ryan Taylor
Hannah Tichansky
Maria Tirone
Jennifer Van Alstyne
Lauren Wolfe
Alyson Yager
Kristina Yutko

GRADUATE MEMBERS

Amanda Bennett
Regina Betz
Nicholas Cariddo
Erin Carroll
Corinne E. Cavallo
Martyna J. Dobkiewicz
Nicole Evegan
Maria Geiger
Nicole LaRegina
Bruce MacBeth
Danielle Milon
Amy Monahan
Kimberly Morte
Linda Mulhausen
Elizabeth Myers
Kristin Dexnis Rosengrant
Lauren Schmidt
John A. Tesauro III
Kristina Tipps
SIGMA THETA TAU (Nursing), Lambda Delta Chapter  
Advisors, Professor Tresa Kaur Dusaj and Dr. Rose Knapp

Jennifer Basedow  Jie Li  Guriqbal Singh
Christine Leddy  Larissa Lobato  Patricia Rusca  Daliah Spencer  Marnie Sperling  Diane Strickland  Inna Tinsley  Vicki Warnock  Heather Zweidinger

UPSILON PI EPSILON  
(Computer Science, Software Engineering, & Information Technology)  
Advisor, Professor Bill Byrne

Jennifer Basedow  Jie Li  Guriqbal Singh

GRADUATES OF  
THE HONORS SCHOOL

2012 ATHLETIC AWARDS

ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 2012 ................................................................. Vincent Elardo, Jennifer Nelson
BILL BOYLAN AWARD, 25th YEAR .................................................. Morganne Firmstone, Jamie Rosenkranz
JOAN MARTIN AWARD, 11th YEAR ...................................................... Melissa Murphy, Ian Simon
TEAM PHYSICIANS’ AND SPORTS MEDICINE AWARD, 11th YEAR .... Alysha Womack
KELSEY AWARD .................................................................................. Colleen Rutecki

MEN’S SPORTS

BASEBALL
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Pat Light
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Josh Boyd

BASKETBALL
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Jesse Steele
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Max DiLeo

CROSS COUNTRY
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Khari Bowen
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Dan Collura

FOOTBALL
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Chris Mastrangelo
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Jose Gumbs

GOLF
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Ian Thimble
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Danny McCrhist

INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Vincent Elardo
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Ford Palmer

OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Vince DuVernois
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Mike Drake

SOCcer
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Max Hamilton
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Anthony Vazquez

TENNIS
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Alfred Marcinkowski
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... David Sherwood

WOMEN’S SPORTS

BASKETBALL
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Alysha Womack
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Carly Thibault

BOWLING
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Danielle Rikki Del Donno
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Lauren Lella

CROSS COUNTRY
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Jennifer Nelson
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Kelsey Mahler

FIELD HOCKEY
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Michelle Pieczynski
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Kayleigh Kalamar

GOLF
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Kelsi Kavanagh
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Michelle Rosenhouse

INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Rachel Watkins
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Amanda Eller

OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Laura Williams
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Qiyana Hill

LACROSSE
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Sam Lillo
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Kim McCormick

SOCCER
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Dana Costello
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Kim Clemmer

SOFTBALL
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Kayla Weiser
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Colleen Kelly

TENNIS
Most Valuable Player ................................................................. Dana Ferrari
Coach’s Award ........................................................................... Ashley Sandler
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND REGALIA

For the benefit of our visitors’ the following information, digested from “An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide” prepared by the American Council on Education, may prove helpful in identifying the costumes you will see in the Commencement procession.

The history of academic dress reaches far back into the earliest days of the oldest universities. A statute of 1321 required that all “Doctors, Licentiates, and Bachelors” of the University of Coimbra wear gowns. In England, in the second half of the fourteenth century, the statutes of certain colleges prescribed the wearing of a long gown. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Europe, the wearing of a robe often signified a degree candidate’s political or religious affiliation; in the northern universities and those of the British Isles, the robes signified that tuition and boarding fees of the wearer had been paid and also entitled him to special immunities in civil law—as well as providing him warmth at lectures and chapel.

When American colleges and universities desired to adopt some suitable system of academic apparel, a conference held at Columbia University in 1895, made up of representatives from various institutions, drew up a “By-Law, Regulation, or Statute” for the establishment of a suitable code of academic dress for colleges and universities in the United States. This code, with modifications made in 1959 by the Committee on Academic Costumes and Ceremonies of the American Council on Education, is still in force; the costumes and colors, trimmings, and patterns you will see are traditional, and interpret both the degree and field of learning. The bachelor’s gown, designed to be worn closed, has pointed sleeves; the master’s gown, which may be worn open or closed, has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist that hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has the arc cut away. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

Black is the recommended color for all academic gowns. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are untrimmed. Doctor’s gowns are faced with black velvet, with three bars across the sleeves, or the color of the velvet may be that which is distinctive to the degree, agreeing with that of the edging of the hood. In the 1960s, many American land-grant universities adopted the British and the Scottish tradition of using the official school color(s) for the robes of their doctoral recipients—for instance, Yale: sky blue; Harvard: crimson; University of Pennsylvania: scarlet and blue; Columbia: slate gray; Rutgers: deep red and black.

The colors you will see in the hoods of our faculty represent the various fields in which the degrees were taken:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apricot: Nursing</th>
<th>Orange: Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown: Fine Arts</td>
<td>Pink: Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citron: Social Work</td>
<td>Purple: Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimson: Journalism</td>
<td>Sage Green: Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Blue: Philosophy</td>
<td>Salmon Pink: Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow: Science</td>
<td>Scarlet: Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green: Medicine</td>
<td>Yellow-Brown: Commerce, Business, Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon-Yellow: Library Science</td>
<td>White: Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue: Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hoods, differing in length for the three degrees—bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s—are lined with the official colors of the university or college conferring the degree, usually with one color forming a chevron pattern over the other. Hoods are edged and bound with velvet or the color appropriate for the degree. You will see in our procession many hoods edged with dark blue, representing doctor of philosophy.

Mortarboards are the approved headgear. The tassel, worn on the left side of the cap, may be of gold if the holder has a doctor’s degree.

In the procession, first come the faculty members, then the candidates for degrees arranged in the order in which degrees are to be conferred, and finally, the speakers, trustees, administrative officers, candidates for honorary degrees, and other members of the platform party.
Monmouth University Alma Mater

Music by: Beethoven
Lyrics by:
Louis P. Nappen '90, '92

Moderato

1. Symbol of our skills and virtues herald of our digni-
2. Growing with each generation, forming ties that
dignity; with these praises we salute you will remain. Forging true our lives foun-

Monmouth University Soaring from the with each goal that we attain.

Jersey shore upon the wind, our wings unfurl'd.

High above the ocean's roar, the Blue Hawks rise to meet the world.